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ABS TRACT

Three retarded children were taught to name pictures

using a systematic sequence of prompt and probe trials. on

prompt trials the experimenter said the picture-name for the

child to imitatet on probe trial-s the experimenter did not

name the picture. Learning a picture-name rltas operationalJ-y

defined by a specified number and disËribution of correct

responses by the child to prompts and probes. A procedure

whereby correct responses to prompts and probes r¡7erê non-

differentially reinforced according to a single fixed-ratio
(FR) schedul-e of primary reinforcement was compared with

procedures r^/hereby correct responses to prompts and probes

were differential-Iy reinforced according t.o sêparate and

independent FR schedul-es of primary reinforcement. The

study consísted of five phases. (one of the three children

participated ín onty the first three phases. ) In Phase 1,

correct responses to prompts and probes were reinforced

non-dj. fferentially on an FR n schedul-e (where n=8 for one

chifd; n=6 for the other two children); in Phase 2' correct

responses to prompts were reinforced on an FR n schedule and

correct responses to probes were reinforced. on an FR n

schedule; in Phase 3 correct responses to prompts were rein-

forced on an FR n schedule and correct responses to probes

were reinforced on an FR 1 schedule; in Phase 4 correct

responses to prompts were reinforced on an FR 1 schedule

and correct responses to probes were reinforced on an FR n
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schedule; Phase 5 was a dírect replication of Phase 3. For

all three children, the FR n schedule for correct responses

to prompts combined Ì'¡ith the FR l- schedule for correct

responses to probes (Phases 3 and 5) generated a high number

ot correct. responses to prompts, a l-ow number of errors to

prompts, the highest number of correct responses to probes'

the lowest. nrunlcer of errors to probes, aJ¡d the greatest

rate of learning to name pictures.
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CIIAPTER I

In troduction

Approximately three per cent of the population of

North America has been cl-assified as mentally retarded

(Edgerton, 1967, p. 1). Within this segment of the popu-

lation, it has been found that leve1 of language develop-

ment is the most rel-iable indicator of an individual's

future social development (Eisenberg, 1956; Hartung, l-970).

The most promínent characteristic of the mentally retarded

is an absence of or deficiency in language production

(Bricker, l-972; MacCubreyo 1971). For this reason, much

research has been directed tor¡rards the development of

effective verbal-traíning procedures for mentally retarded

individuals. The majority of this research has focused on

the verbal training of retarded chiJ-dren, who will therefore

constitute the focus of the following discussion.

T\"¡o goals of the verbal trainÍng of retarded chil-

dren are to generate behaviors which the chí1d will emit in

a variety of situations outside of the trainíng setting and

to produce generative verbal- behavíor (í.e., verbal behavior

that r^ras not specifically trained) (Barton, 1970; Bricker a

Bricker, 1972¡ Gray & f'ygetakis, 1968a; Schumaker &

Sherman | 1970; Stevens-Long & Rasmussen, 1974). There is

some controversy regarding the behavioral training sequence

that achieves these goals most ef ficientJ-y. While this
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controversy remains to be resol-ved by empirical evidence, the

majority of investigators have adopted the fol-lowing general

steps (e.g., Bl-ake & Moss, l-967; Brawley, Harris, Allen,

Fleming, & Peterson, 1969; Bricker, 1972; Bricker & Bricker'

l-970; Buddenhagen, 1971; Hartung, 1970¡ Het¡tett | 1965t

Lovaas, 1971-; Marshali- & Hegrenes, L972¡ SchelJ-, Stark &

Giddan, !967): first., the chíld is traíned to sit quietly

in a chair; second, he is trained to attend to the experi-

menteri third, he is trained to imitate gross and fine

motor movements model-led by the experimenter; fourth, he is

trained to imitate sounds and words modelled by the experi-

menteri fifth, he is trained to name objects and/or pictures

of objects; sixth, he is trained to speak in grammatically

accurate phrases and short sentences. Variations on thís

sequence incl-ude omission of attending training (e.9.,

Lovaas, Beberich, Schaeffer & Perloff, 1966; MacCubrey, l97J-¡

Risley, Hart & Ðoke, 1972), omíssion of motor imitation

traininq (e.9., Goldstein & Lanyon' 1971; Sulzbacher &

costeflo, 1,970, , and adclition of a receptive language

training stage betr4reen the vocal-imíËation and object-

naming stages (Kent, K1ein, Falk & Guenther, L972).

Several procedures for training at each stage of

the sequence have been reported in the l-iterature. Virtually

all of these procedures are based on the prínciples of be-

havioral control est,ablished by the experimental analysis

of behavior (Buddenhagen t !97L; Holland, 1967; MacCubrey,

1971; Matheny, 1968). ReinforcemenË is always used to
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increase the probability of the occurrence of desired

behaviors (e.9., Baer, Peterson, & Sherman, 1967; Buddenhagen '
197L; Frisch & Schumaker, 1974¡ Hingten & Churchill , 1969;

Isaacs, Thomas, & Gotdiamond, 1967¡ Kircher, Pear, & Martin,

l-97Lr lovaas et af. , 1966¡ Rísley & Reynolds, 1970;

Salzinger, Fel-dman, cowan & Salzinger, 1965; Steeves, Martin,

& Pear, 1970; Weiss & Born, 1,967). PuníshmenË (e.9., time-

out: Garcia, cuess & Byrnes, L973¡ Lutzker & Sherman, 1974t

Hartung, l-970; Barton, L970¡ McReynolds, 1969; reprimand:

Bricker & Bricker, 1972¡ S:olzbacher & Costell"o, 1970; token

loss: McReynolds & Huston' 1971; shock: Kircher et, aI.,

1971) or ext,inction (e.9., Schell et al., L967 ¡ Tvardosz &

Baer, 1973¡ Rísl-ey & lrlol f , 1967; Brawley et al. ' 1969) is

often used to reduce the frequency of undesired behaviors.

Shaping is used to devel-op ner¡z behaviors (e.g., Maccubr:ey,

1971; Garcia, Baer, & Firestone, L97I¡ Blake & Moss' f967;

McReynoJ-ds & Huston, 1971; Bricker & Bricker, L970¡ 1972) .

Fading is used to bring existing behaviors under the control

of new stimuli (e.9.' Goldstein e tanyon, 1971t Eingten &

Churchill, 1969t Kent et a]., 7972¡ Risley & Wolf' 1967t

Sulzbacher & Costello, 1970). These techniques have been

conbined in a variety of ways to produce a variety of training

procedures for each stage of the behavioral training se-

quence. The most wideJ-y accepted training procedures wj-1l

be described for each stage.
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S itting

hvestigators of verbal training agree that an

import,ant prerequisite for training is that the child
sit quietJ-y in a chair for the duration of the training
period (e.9., Harris, 1975; Kent et al. I I972i Lovaas,

Berberich, Perloff, & Schaeffer, 1966; Martin¡ England,

Kaprowy, Kilgour, & Pilek, 1968). Shaping and rein-
forcement procedures are generally used to develop this
behavior. For exampLe, Kent et al-. (1972) t,rained a

child to sit. quietly in the following way. The experi-

menter placed the child in a chair while saying "sit
dolrrn", and reinforcement was immediately presented to

the child. Gradually the child was required to remain

seated for longer and longer íntervals of time before

a reinforcement \¡¡as delivered. Tf the child left his

chair before the time interval required for reinforce-

ment. had elapsed, the experimenter reseated him

imnediateLy and began timing the interval- again. A

simil-ar procedure was used by Bl-ake and Moss (1967)

and by Marti-n et aI. (196I).

Reinforcers that have been used. in training of

this type include primary reínforcers such as candy and

ice cream ( Kent. et al-., 7972), and conditioned reinforcers

such as praise (Kent et aL., 1972) or tokens which could

be exchanged for edibl-es or toys (Martin et al ., l-968).

Another reinforcer was described by Blake and Moss

(l-967). These investigators placed Èhe child by himself
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in a sma1l, dark booth. ülhen the child remained seated

for the required time interval, the booth r¡¡as lighted
and a shutter opened, allowing the child to see the

experimenter seated outside the booth. Shaping and

reinforcement procedures such as these have been very

effective in training children to remain seated for the

duration of training sessions.

Attending

lfhile some investigators do not require the child
to attend to the experimenter in training (e.9.,

Maccubrey, J-971; Sailor, Guess, Rutherford, & Baer,

1968), most investigators argue that the childrs atten-

tion to the experimenter is a crucíal- requirement for

effective training (e.9., Buddenhagen, 197J-; Gray &

Fygetakis, l-968; Harris, 1975; Hartung, 1970r Kent et. al.,

l-972¡ Mart in et 41., 1968). A child is said to be

attending when he emits some specified "attending"
response. At least three attending responses have been

described--eye contact with the experimenter (e.9.,

Bricker & Brickeù, 1970; Buddenhagen, 1971; Risley o

Wolf, 1967; Schell et aI., L967 ¡ Steeves, Martin, &

Pear, 1970), pressing a Lever (Biberdorf, 1975; Stephens,

1975; Stephens, Pear, Wray, & Jackson, L975), and placing

a marbl-e into a box (Blake & Moss , L967 ¡ Her¡rett, l-965) .

Once the desíred attending response is established in

the chil-drs repertoire, the child is required to emit
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thj-s response to initiate a training trial (e.9., Frisch

6¿ Schumaker, 1-974¡ Kircher et a1. , I97I¡ Risley & tr{ol-f ,

19 6 7 ; St.ephens et aI. , 19 75 ) .

Eye contact is the most commonllr reported attending

response in the literat.ure on verbaL training, The child
is typically trained to make eye contact with the experi-

menter using techniques of fading and reinforcement.

For example, in one type of eye-contact training, the

experimenter hol-ds the reinforcer (typically, a spoonful

of food) at his eye leveI. Since a child wil-l look at
the reinforcer, this proced.ure tends to ensure that the

chil-d l-ooks towards the experimenter's face. The experi-

menter waits until the childrs glance shifts from the

reinforcer to his face and then presents the reinforcer

to the child. As the chiJ-d begins to focus on the

experimenter's face more and upon the reinforcer Iess,

the experimenter gradualJ-y lowers the reinforcer. The

effectiveness of this procedure has been reported by

Goldstein and Lanyon (1971) and by RisJ-ey and Wolf

.(L967'). A second procedure to develop eye contact is
simil-ar to this except that., rather than waiting for

the chil-d to establ-ish eye contact with the experimenter

spontaneously. the child is tol-d "l-ook at me", or "look

oyer here". The child is reinforced for obeying the

command. within a preset time limit,. If the child

fails to obey the inst,ruction, the experimenter may

provide a physical prompt by moving the child's head in
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the appropriate direction. The success of this plroce-

dure has been reported by Bricker and Bricker (I972't,

Kent et al. (L972) , Marshafl and Hegrenes (l-970), and

sulzbacher and costello (1970).

The lever-press and marble-drop attending responses

have been used by only a smatl- number of investigators.

Ifhile the procedures for training these responses have

not been described in detail (e.9., see Blake & Moss,

1967t Hewett, 1965), some effective procedures have

involved physical- and verbal prompts which are gradually

faded, and práise and prímary reinforcement (usuall-y

candy) which are delivered to the child each time he

emits the desired response (e.9., Biberdorf, 1975;

Stephens, 1975; Stephens et g!., 1975) '

Motor Imitation

Any behavior can be considered imitative if it

occurs shortly after behavior demonstrated by someone

e1se, called a model, and if its topography ís simil-ar

to and functionally controlled by the topography of Ëhe

model':s behavior (Baer, Peterson, & Sherman, 1967, p. 405).

Virtually alL investigators emphasize the importance

of a verbal- imitative repertoire to the development of

speech (e.g., Lovaas g! 4. , 1966¡ Lovaas' Freitas,

Nelson, & llhalen, 1967 ¡ Metz, 1-965; RisJ-ey et al-. , L972¡

Schel1 et aI., 1967¡ Sherman ' 1965; lfotf & Risl-ey, 1967).

While there are few data documenting the extend to which
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motor-imitation training facilitates later verbal--

imitation training (Harris , L975) and while some in-

vestigators recommend. omission of the motor imitation

stage of training (e.g., Garcia et al., l97L¡ Lovaas

et aI., 1966), most investígators assume that motor-

imitation training facititates the later acquisition of

verbal- imitation (e.9., Buddenhägen ' l-971; Hartu¡g'

1970r Hingten & Churchill, l-970; Marshalf & Hegrenes,

1970; Stark, Giddan, & Meisel, 1968). For this reason,

the majority of investigators include a motor imitation

phase in their verbal training program.

Motor-imitation training typically involves tech-

niques of fading and reinforcement. Training usuall-y

proceeds in the following way (e.9., Baer et al-. ' L967¡

Blake & Moss, 1967; Bra!ùley et aI., J"969 t Bricker &

Bricker, 1970; Garcia et al-. , I97I¡ Kent. et aI., 1972;

Lovaas et al-., L967¡ Maccubrey, 197I; Stark et 41., 1968).

The experimenter models a motor response (e.9., hand-

clapping) to a non-imitative chilil whil-e saying "do this".

The child is then physical-ly prompted to imitate the

experimenterrs behavior--that is, the experimenter "puts

the chil-d through" the behavior (e.9., by clapping Ëhe

child's hands together). The child is immediately rein-

forced (usual-Iy with praise and edibles) for performing

the response. This procedure is repeated many times

while the experimenter gradually uses fewer prompts.

If the child responds incorrectly, most investigators
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ignore the behavior and provide the necessary prompts

to produce a correct response (e.9., Lovaas et aI.,

!967 ì Mel-z, 1965; Stark et al., 1968). However, some

experimenters say "no" following an incorrect response

and then prompt the behavior if necessary (e.9., Bricker

& Bricker, I97O't , r^rhile others institute a time-out

period for incorrect responses and provide the necessary

prompt on the next trial (e.g., Hewett, 1965). As the

frequency of incorrect responses declines, and it
becomes apparent that the child will imitate the response

v¡ithout a prompt, the experimenter gradually fadês out

the prompts. Eventually, the child comes to ímitate

the experimenter's bêhavior i4rithout prompts. Thus, the

chil-drs behavior, initially control-l-ed by prompting,

comes under the control of the ex¡rerimenter's modeling

behavior. After one imitative response ís establ-ished

in the chil-d's repertoire, a second response is taught

using the same procedure. After the second imítative
response is established in the childrs repertoire, the

experimenter requires the child to imitate both responses

in a single session, thereby teaching the child to dis-

criminate one from the other. Additional- imitation

responses are then trained in a similar manner.

Early in training, praise and a primary reinforcer
(usually an edible) are provided folJ-owing each correct

response, prompted or unprompted, on a continuous rein-

forcement schedule (CRF). HovTever, as training
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progresses, the primary reinforcer is usual-ly delivered

less frequently according to some intermittent schedule

(Brawley et al. , 1969).

Tn addition to developing those motor-imitative

behaviors that have been specifical.J-y trained, intensive

traíníng appears to produce motor-imitative behaviors

that have not been directly trained. This behavioral

phenornenon has been referred to as generalized motor

imitation (Baer et aL., 1967¡ Baer & Sherman, 1964;

Garcia et al. , L977) .

Vocal Imitation

When an extensive motor imitation repertoire has

been established such that virtual-J-y any ner^t mot,or per-

formance by the experimenter is al-most certain to be

imitated, vocal--imitatÍon training typically begins

(Baer et aJ-., 19671. Vocal imitation training involves

techniques of shaping, fading and reinforcement.

The most commonly reported procedure for developing

verbal imitation involves four stages (Hartung' 1970;

Eingten e Churchil-l-, 1970; lovaas' 1971; Lovaas et al.,

f966; lovaas, Koegel, Sín¡nons ' & Long' 1973; Risley

et aI., L972'). Initially all vocalizations emitted by

the child are reinforced. When the chilil is vocalizing

at a high rate, reinforcement is delivered contingent

on only those vocalizations which are emitted by Ëhe

chilcl within a prescribed tíme limit after an experi-

menter',s vocaLization. The third stage requires that
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the chilcl be reinforced only if the sound he emits within

the prescribed time interval resenbles the experimenter's

sor¡nd. The fourth stage Ínvolves the introduction of a

new sound randomly intersperseil with the sound trained

at the third stage. Beyond this point, the process is

one of increasing the number of discriminated sounds

(Harris, l-975). Variations of this procedure include

by-passing the first tr¡¡o stages of the sequence (e.9.,

Bricker, I-972; Hewett, 1965), training the ne\¡/ sorrnd at

the fourth stagê \,rithout interspersíng the previously

trained sounds (e.9., Blake & Moss, L967't , and adding

a fifth sÈage to train discrimination between two (or

more) previously established verbal imit.ation responses

(e.g., Blake & Moss, l-967).

Another, less frequently used, procedure to deve.I-op

vocal imitation involves incorporatíng a vocal response

to be imitated in a chain of motor responses. That is,

the experimenter models a chain of motor responses which

terminatês with a vocal response. The child is required

to imitate the complete motor-verbal chain to earn rein-

forcement.. As the child begins to imitate the chain

(incJ-uding its verbal component) the motor components

are gradual-I-y eliminated. Eventuall-y, the child imitates

the vocal moilel presented al-one. Then, further training

is conducted to develop imitation of other sounds. This

proced.ure has been successfully used by Baer et 4., (L967)

and by Borus, Greenfield, Spiegel, and Ðaniels (1973).
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The child's first vocal- imitations must be developed

by careful shaping procedures. That is, successively

closer and closer approximations to the desíred behavior

must be reinforced, until finally the chil-d emits the

desired imitation. To facilítate this shaping training'

many investigators favor sounds with visual components

(e.g., /oh/, /m/, ,/aln/, /ee/) tor early vocal imitatíon

training (e.9., Budclenhagen, 197l-; SchelÌ et al-., L967 ¡

stark et 4., 1968) . Shaping procedures to alevelop the

imitaÈion of such sounds may be augmented by the use of

prompts which position the child's mouth and lips

appropriatel-y. These prompts are faded until the chíld

imitates the sound on his own. After the chÍId learns

to imitate sound.s with visual components in this way,

he may be more easily taught to imitate other, less

visual-J-y distinctive, sounds and words by means of

shaping (Harris, 1975; Lovaas et al. , 1966).

A variety of reinforcers have been used j.n

developing vocal imitation. Conditioned reinforcement

typically consists of praise (e.9., Bricker & Bricker'

7972¡ Garcia et a1., L97I¡ Maccubrey, 1971; Steeves

et al., 1970). Conditioned reinforcement is usually

delivered according to a CRF schedule of reinforcement

(Harris, L9751 . Primary reinforcement may consist of

edibles (e.g., Baer et al., 1967¡ Blake & Moss, 1965i

Bricker & Brickerr 7972¡ Gar cía et al., I97!¡ steeves

et al., ]-97O), coloured lights (e.9., Blake & Moss, f967) '
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music (e.9., Buddenhagen | 1971-), physical contact (e.9.,

Kerr, Meyerson, & Michael, 1965; Lovaas et al-. , 1966),

games (e.9., Hewett, 1965), and the opportunity to pJ-ay

with a tape recorder (e.9., Buddenhagen, 1971). At

the beginning of training primary reinforcement is

del-ivered according to a CRF reinforcement schedule,

but as training proceeds, primary reinforcement ís

shifted to an intermittent schedule (MacCubrey, 1971-;

Salzinger et aI., 1965¡ Steeves et al., 1970).

Procedures to mínimize incorrect responding and

other unuranted behaviors during vocal- imitation training
include time out (e.9., Borus et al., 1973; Hewett, 1965t

lvlcReynol-ds, J-969; Steeves * 4. , L970) , ext.inction

(e.9., CJ-arke & Sherman, 1975¡ Cook & Adams, J-966;

Schell- eÈ aI., L967r, response cost (e.9., McReynolds &

Huston, 197I), increased task complexity (Sai1or, Guess,

Rutherford, & Baer, 1968), and shouts and slaps (e.9.,

loyaas et al-. , J-9661 .

Thus, a wide variety of investigators have studied

procedures to devel-op vocal imitation in chil-dren. Pro-

ced.ures of shaping, fading physical prompts, reinforce-

ment of desired behavior and extinction and punishment

of undesíred behavior have been shovrn to be very effec-

tive in training children to imitate vocal behavior.

Like the case of motor-imitation training, intensive

vocal-imitation training appears to deveJ-op imit.ation

not only of those vocal responses directly trained, but
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also of vocal responses not t,rained. That ís' vocal

imitation training seems to establish a generalizeil

vocal-imitative response class (Bricker, 1972; Brigham

& Sherman, 1968; Garcia et aI. , L97L¡ Steinman, 1970).

ob j ect-Namíng

Imítat,ive speech per se has no communicative va1ue.

Thus, after a child hâs been trained to imítate vocal

stimuli, further training is necessary to transform this

behavior inËo a "useful skill" (Harris, 1975). The

first step to\^7ards this end is to teach the child to

name objects and/or pictures of objects (Lovaas, 1971;

Harrís, 1975; Ilartung, I9701 . Several procedures to

develop object-naming in chíldren have been descríbed.

The most com¡non l-y used object or picture-name

training procedure proceeds in the following way. The

experimenter holds up an object or picture, says

"!ilhat. is this? t' and then immediateJ-y prompts with the

appropriate name" Reinforcement is contingent on the

child' s imitating the prompt. After several such

trials, the time betr^/een the question ("What is thís?")

and the prompt is gradualJ-y lengthenecl. If, after

several trials, the child contínues to r^7ait for the

presentation of the verbal prompt, a partiaf prompt is

given ("ba" for ball, for example). If the correct

response does not occur \4lithin about five additional

seconds, the complete prompt is presented. When the
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chí1d begins to say the name Ì^7hen only a partial prompt

is presented, the experimenter continues the above pro-

cedure but begins to say the partial- prompt morê

softly. If the child fails to respond correctly on

any trial, the partial prompt is presented more loudly

on the foJ-J-owing trial. When the child responds cor-

rectly to the partial prompt, the next partial prompt

is given more softly. Eventually, the child comes to

respond to the object. and the question, "What is this?",
with the name of the object without any prompts. After

the child has been taught in this Ìnray to name one

object, he is taught in the same way to name a second

object. The trnTo objects are then presented in a

random order and the chiLd is taught to name each

appropriately. The child thus learns to discriminate

between the trdo objects. Training then continues with

additional objects. This procedure has been useil by

many investigators to develop ext,ensive naming reper-

toires ín children (e.9", Goldstein & Lanyon, J-971;

Ilartung, 1970; Hingten & Churchil-I, 1969t Risley et al.,

1972¡ Risley &.Wolf , 1967; Stark et al-. , L968; Sulzbacher

& Costello, 1970; !Íolf , Risley, & Mees, 1964) .

A second object-name training procedure is simil-ar

to that just described, except that it d.oes noÈ invol-ve

a lengthening of the Ëime betÌireen the question ("What

is this?" ) and the prompt. Instead' whenever the

experimenter holcls up the object and asks "ülhat is this?"
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he immediately prompts with the object¡s name on every

trj-al. The child is reinforced for imitating the

prompt" As the training proceeds, the experimenter

fades the intensity (i"e., the volume) of the prompt

until, eventually, the child comes Lo name the object

without a prompt from the experimenter" The effective-
ness of this procedure has been reported by several

investigators (e"9", Bricker o Brickern 1972i

Buddenhageor L97L; Hewett o 1965; Kent et al. , 1972¡

Lovaas, L97L¡ MacCubrey, I97I; Marshall & Hegrenes,

1970; Martin et aI., 1968) .

A third object-name t.raining procedure has also

been reported. Training according to this procedure

involves two types of trial-s: prompt tríals, whereby

the experimenter hol-ds up an object, asks "What. is
this?", and then prompts with the object's name; and

probe trialso whereby the experimenter holds up an

object and asks the child to name it \,rithout a prompt.

Prompt and probe trials are presented in a precísely

specified sequence " A correct response moves the child
to the next step in the sequ.ence. An incorrect response

on a prompt trial results in a repetition of that trial"
An incorrect response on a probe trial results in a

prompt on the next trial" While there are exceptions

(e"g", Guess et al" , L96B) , the sequence of prompt and

probe trials typically involves trials of each kind for

objects the chíld is learning to name and for objects
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the child has previously learned to name. This pro-

cedure has been shown by a variety of investigators to

deveJ-op extensive naming repertoires in children (e.9.,

Biberdorf, 1975; Kircher et 41., l97I¡ Lutzker &

Sherman, 1974; stephens, 1975; Stephens et aI. , 1975') .

Whil-e different investigators favor different

name training procedures, all agree that it is not

reasonabl-e to consider an object- or picture-name as

part of a childrs repertoire until the child has named

the object or picture after the passage of time and

after other names have been trained. A variety of

methods have been deviseil to test whether the proce-

dure has been effective in adding the name of an item

to a chil-d's repertoire (e.9., Bricker & Bricker, 1972;

Hartung, 1970; Kent et 41. , L972 r Risley et a1. , L972).

One comlnon method is to conduct. a probe trial , where

the child is asked to name the itemron each of several

consecutive days after traíning. The name is considered

to be in the child's repertoire if he responds correctly
eacll. day Le.g.. Bíberdorf, 1975; Gol-dstein & Lanyoir,

1971; Kircher et aI. , J.97I¡ Risley & Wolf' l-967; Stephens'

1975; Stephens et 4., 1975).

Presenting conditioned and primary reinforcement

contingent upolr correct responses is a crucial part of

the training. Conditioned reinforcement typical-ly

consists of praise (e.9.. Biberdorf, 1975i Isaacs,
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Thomas, & Goldiamond, 1965t Kircher et, al. ' L97L¡

Maccubrey, 1971; Martin e! aI., l-968; Risley & Wo1f,

1967) , and/or tokens (e.9., Lutzker & Sherman, I974¡

MacCubrey, 197I; Martin et al., 1968) . rt is generalJ-y

delivered accordíng to a CRF schedule. Pri.mary rein-

forcement typically consists of edibles (e.9. ' Hehrett,

1965; Kircher et al-., I97L¡ Martin et 41., L96gì

Stark et al-. , 1968; Stephens et al. , 1975).

While many investigators report delívering primary

reinforcement accordíng to a CRF schedule (e.9. ' Hingten

c Churchill-, 1970 r Risley & Wo1f, 1967¡ Sttlzbacher &

costel-l-o, l-970; vr7ol f et al-. , 1964) ' the majority of

investigators favor an intermittent schedule of primary

reinforcement (e.9., Kircher et al., L971¡ Maccubrey,

1971r Martin et al-., 1968; Salzinger et al. , L965¡

Stephens et a1. , J.975).

Thus, a varíety of procedures have been developed

t.o train children to name objects and/or pictures of

objects. All of these proceclures begin r¡rith the experi-

menter providing a prompt for the child to imitate and

al-l aim to eliminate prompting so that the child comes

to name objects v¡ithout a prompt.

Phrase and Sentence Usage

.A,fter a child has been taught. to name a variety of

items, the next stage is to train him to use these word.s

in phrases or short sentences. The procedure for
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developing phrase and sentence usage in chil-dren is

very similar to those for teaching object- or picture-

names, The e:çerimenter hol-ds up a picture, asks the

child a question about it, and prompts with the ansr¿rer.

The prompted ansr¡¡er usuall-y consist.s of a four or five
\n/ord sentence and the child is reinforced for imi-

tating the sentence. As training proceeds, the experi-

menter gradualJ-y fades the prompt until- the child
responds to the experimenterrs question with an

unprompted sêntence. Prompts are generally faded

according to the principJ-e of backward chaining--that

is, first the last word of the sentence is omitted from

the prompt, then the last tvro words are omitted, and so

on (Brar¡rl-ey et. al., L969; Clarke & Sherman, 1975t

l4accubrey, 1971; Martin et al., 1968). This procedure

has been usecl to train children to respond in phrases

or short sentences to questions concerning the colour

of objects portrayed in a picture (Hart & Risley, 1968),

the activity depicted in a picture (Ci-arke & Sherman,

1975; MacCubrey, 1971; Stevens-tong & Rasmussen, 1974) ,

the function of objects presented to the child (Marshall

& Fiegrenes I L970), and the child's own desires or

activities (Bricker & Bricker, 1970; Hartung,l-970¡

Risley êt aL. , L972; Risley & WoIf, L9671 . ReinforcemenË

procedures and consequences of incorrect responses during

sentence training are simifar to those discussed ín the

two preceding sections.
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Thus, like object-name training procedures ' phrase-

and sentence-usage training procedures beÇin with the

experimenter providing a prompt for the chíId to imitate

and aim to fade these prompts until the chil-d comes to

speak in unprompted sentences.

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that a

variety of procedures have been devised to develop the target

behavior at each stage of the behavioral traj-ning sequence.

All of these procedures, except for those designed to

develop verbal imit,ation, have one important factor in

conìmon--a transfer of control- over the childr s behavíor from

one stímulus to another st.imulus. The experimenter facili-

tates this transfer by prompt.ing the target behavior with

the first. stimul-us (which controls the child's behavior) in

the presence of the second stimulus (which does not control-

the childts behavior)* (For example, ín picture-name training'

the experimenter prompts the target behavior by namíng a pic-

ture while shor¡ting the picture to the chil-d.) The prompt is

gradually faded or eliminated untif the child responds to

the second stimulus (e.g., the picture, in picture-name

traíning) in the absence of Èhe first. (e.9., the experi-

menter's prompt). In this way, the second stimulus comes

to contfol the child's emission of the target behavior.

Each investigator advocates the virtues of his

traíning procedure. Indeed, it appears that sufficient

training in a variety of settings often produces an extensive

verbal repertoire (Baer et a.1 . , 'l'9 67 ¡ Barton, 1970 t Brar^tley
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et al., L969 r Bricker & Bricker, 1970; Buddenhagen, 1971;

Clarke & Sherman, l-975; Frisch & Schumaket, 1974¡ Fygetakis

& cray, 1970; Gray & Fygetakis, 1968a; 1968b; Guess et al-. '
1968; Hart & Risley, 1968; Hartung, 1970 t Hev'tett, 1965t

Issacs et al., 1960 i Jensen & Womack, L967¡ Lu]czker & Sherman'

1974; MacCubrey, L97!, Risley et al., L972; Risley & Wolf,

1967; Schumaker & Sherman, l-970; Stevens-Long & Rasmussen'

I974¡ SuJ-zbacher & costello, 1970; !Ùeiss & Born' 1967;

!Íheeler & sulzer, 1970). Nevertheless, a close scrutiny of

the literature reveals that the transfer of stimulus control-

is occasionally laden with difficult.ies (Harris, 1975). The

nature of these difficulties, when they are encountere¿l, has

received 1ittle attention.
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CHAP TER IT

Statement of the Problem

An integral- part of most procedures for developing

verbal behaviors is the transfer of control over the child's

behavior from one stimul-us to another. Proceäures designed

to execuËe this transfer general-ly involve prompts to

generate the target behavior, gradual elimination of the

prompts, and equal- probability of reínforcement 'for both

prompted and unprompted behaviors (i.e., non-differential-

reinforcement for prompted and unprompted responses). Much

has been made of the success of these procedures. Hov/ever '
close scrutiny of the literature reveals several instances

where their efficacy is questionable. For example, Risley

and Wolf (1967) report díffículty in transferring control of

an autist.ic chil-drs verbal behavior from an auditory stimulus

(i.e., the experimenter naming an object) to a visual stimu-

Ius (i.e., the object itself). Similar problems have been

reported by Buddenhagen (1971), Lovaas et al-. (l-966), L,ovaas

et al. (1967) , Lovaas et aI. (1973) ' Lovaas, Schreibman, and.

KoegeJ- (L97 4') , and Risley et aI. (1972') .

one possible solution to the problem is to eliminate

prompts completely from training. As pointed out by Harris

(L975\ , "there are no data indicating the long-term desira-

biJ-ity of providing prompts in J-anguage trainíng (p. 571)."

However, Bricker (1972) and Risley and Wolf (1967) emphasize
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that without prompt procedures, verbal training would invol-ve

long, arduous shaping procedures. Also, ít is difficult to

develop procedures independent of prompts for training some

verbal behavior (e.g., picture namj-ng, sentence usage) .

Thus elimination of prompts from training may rend.er verbal

training impractical or even impossible'

A second. possible solution to the problem concerns

reinforcement procedures. ¡4ost investigators non-differentialfy

reinforce both prompted and unprompted occurrences of the

target behavior (e"9., Buddenhagen, l-971; Kent e! aJ-, !972¡

Kircher et al-., L97I; MacCubrey' 1971; Steeves * 4., 1970¡

Stephens et al-., 19751 . However' such a procedure allor¡ts the

child to earn a considerable amount of primary reinforcement

$/ithout emitting an unprompted response. Thus' the chil-d may

consistent,ly receive the primary reinforcer, whíle failing to

expand his verbaL repertoire (olenick, unpubJ-ishecl data). A

possibl-e solutíon to this apparent procedural- inadequacy has

been suggested, although not tested, by Risley et al. (19721

and by Lovaas et aI. (1967). They propose that while praise

should follow prompted and unprompted behavior, primary rein-

forcement should follow only unprompted behavior. These

investigators thus suggest that the frequency of correct un-

prompted behavior may be increased by providing more rein-

forcement, for it relative to the amount of reinforcement pro-

viäed for correct prompted behavior.

Findings from basic research lend support to this

notion. A variety of basic researchers have demonstrated

that \^then given a choíce betvTeen stimul-us conditions,
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experimental animals prefer to respond in the presence of

stimuli correlated \'rith the maximal- availabLe reinforcement

frequency. For example, Autor (1960) trained pigeons on two

concurrently programmed chained schedules. The experimental

space contained two response keys, and a tv¡o-component

chained schedul-e could be completed on eíther key. The

first components of these chained schedules htere identical,

but independent, variable-interval 1-min schedul-es (VI I min,

reinforcemenÈ becomes available on the average of once per

minute). Different stimuLi were correlatecl with each of

these VI schedules. lfhenever the stimulus correlated with

the second conponent of the chaín was produced on one key,

the st.imul-us correlated with the seconcl component of the

chain on the other key could not, appear, and responses on

the other key were ineffective. Vühen the chained schedules

T¡¡ere the same on each key, response rates in the first com-

ponents on the tr¡¡o keys were equaI. As the frequency of

reinforcement in the seconcl comPonent on one key was in-

creased, the relative frequency of responding in the first

component, on that key increased monotonicall-y. Similar

findings have been reported by Baum and Rachl-ín (1969), by

Herrnstein (l-958), by Mechner (1958) and by others. Thus,

evidence from the basic laboratory suggests that !ühen tln7o

schedules of reinforcement, each associated with different

stimulus conditions, are avail-ab1e, animals tend to respond

to the stimuli associated with the maximal reinforcement

frequency .
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In the verbal training situat.ion described pre-

viously, the child is, at different times, required to emit

prompted and unprompted behavior to receive reinforcement.

The paradigm clearly differs from the situations studied

in the above-mentioned basic research. Nevertheless, a

cautious extensj-on of those findings suggests that the

frequency of unprompted behavior may be increased by in-

creasing the relative frequency of reinforcement for un-

prompted behavior. The present experiment was designed to

investigate the effecÈs of such a differentj-al reinforcement

procedure on the performance of ret.arded children in a

picture-naming task.
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CHAPTER IIÏ

Method

Sub j ects

Tr¡ro retarded boys and one retarded girl partici-

pated in this experirnent. The children \"¡ere residents of

the St. Amant Centre in üTinnipeg.

Gimmi was four years ol-d with a diagnosis of

Downrs syndrome. At, the beginning of the study he imitated

a number of vocal sounds but r¡/as unabl-e to name any pictures.

Gimmirs spontaneous vocal behavior consisted of babblíng and

a few phrases (e.g., "Hello", "Hi", "come", "No", "Bad boy",

" Byet') .

Gi11es was four years o1d l^rith a diagnosis of

Downrs syndrome. Like Gimmi, at the beginning of the study

he imitated a wide variety of vocal sounds but was unable to

name any pictures. Gillesr spontaneous vocal behavior con-

sisted of babbling.

I\4ard.a r47as four years old with microcephaly. Like

the other two children, she had a broad imitative repertoire

but no picture-name repertoire at the beginning of the study.

¡Ier spontaneous vocal behavior consísted exclusively of

babbles.

AI1 three children were naive to the procedures

used in this study.
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Set.ting and ApparaËus

Experimental sessions were conducted with each

child individually in a small cubicle. The child and the

experimenter sat at a table facing each other. On the table

within easy reach of the child was an empty candy dispenser

and a stimulus-response console. The candy dispenser was

used only to provide a solenoid "click" to inform the experi-

menteï when to deliver primary reinforcement. The functional

parts of Ëhe chilcl's console Iiltere a button' operated by a

force of 3.14 N., and a smal-l green f-ight. Also on the

table, near th.e experimenter and operated by her' was another

consol-e which contained several- switches and counters for con-

trolling the child's consoJ-e, for recording data, and for

operating the candy dispenser. A l-arge stop-clock on a nearby

shelf was used to time the length of each session. A tape

recorder placed beside the stop-cl-ock was used to record each

session. Picture cards from a Peabody Picture VocabuJ-ary Kit

were used for verbal training. Diet chocolate--one-eighth of

a square per r:einf orcement--Inlas used as the primary reinforcer

for Gímmi¡ ice cream--one teaspoonful per reinforcement--htas

used as the primary reinforcer for Gilles and Marda.

Pre liminary Procedures

These preliminary training procedures were similar

to those used by stephens et a]. (1975).

Prior to coniluctinq this research, the children

were trained to sit quietly and to make eye contact with the
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experimenter. To devel-op eye contact, each brief glance at

the eyes of the experimenter rtas reinforced with praise and

a primary reinforcer. As the frequency of these glances

increased, the duration of eye contact required for rein-

forcement was gradually lengthened to three seconds.

FoJ.towíng this training, a d.etermínation of each

chil-d's picture-naming repertoire In¡as madê. A number of

pictures of single objects, animals, and peopfe were selected

from a kit of Peabody Articulation Cards. Each of these pic-

tures was presênted to the child three times. Each time, the

child was asked, "Wtrat's this?" and given five seconds to

answer. ff a correct response occurred within five seconds

on al-l three tríals, the picture was called a knohtn picture.

If no response or an incorrect response occurred r^rithin this

time 1imít, the experimenter prompted the child by saying

the correct response. If this occurred on al-1 three trial-s,

and the child correctly imitated the experimenter's prompt

each time, the picture was calfed an unknown picture. All-

other pictures hrere discarded.

Following this, each child $tas trained individually

to respond in a picture-naming task. Ðuring this training,

thê schedule of primary reinforcement was gradually increased

from continuous reinforcement (CRr.), where each correct

response was fol-Loweit by a primary reinforcer, to a fixed

ratio schedule where reinforcement follo\^led a specified

number of correct responses. For Gimmi, picture-naming was

maintained with a fixed ratio schedule whereby reinforcement
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followed every eighth correct response (FR 8); for Gilles

and Marda, picture-naming was maintained by an FR 6 schedule.

Throughout the experiment, each delivery of a primary rein-

forcer r\ras accompanied by the sound produced by the operation

of the candy dispenser. Praise ("cood boy", or "Good gir1")

occurred after every correct. response.

When the schedul-e of primary reinforcement had been

increased as described, each child was trained to press the

button on his console to initiate a trial. Initially, the

experimenter instructed and, when necessary, physically

prompted the child to press the button. As the childrs

button-pressing frequency increased, the experimenter faded

out the prompts until the child was frequently emitting

unprompted button p.resses . Fol-l-or^ring button-press training,

the experimental- sessions began.

General Procedures

Tr,\¡o tr^7enty-minute picture-name training sessions,

separated by a ten-minute break, were conducÈed each week

day with each child individually. The procedure for teaching

the children to name píct,ures was similar to that used by

Stephens et al. (1975). on each trial the experimenter pre-

sented either an unknown or a known pícture. T&to types of

trials were used: prompt. trials, on \4rhiõh the experimenter

named the picture (e.g., said " lfhat. ís this? Apple."); and

probe (unprompted) trials, on l¡/hich the experimenter did

not name the picture (e.9., said "What ís thís?").
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A correct response was ïecorded on a prompË trial if the chj-ld

imitated the name (prompted behavior), and a correct response

was record.ed on a probe trial if the chíld named the picture

(unprompted behavior) .

Unknown pictures vTere taught to each child according

to the steps illustrated in Figure 1, with only one step per

trial-. In Step 1, a randomly selected unknown picture \'!7a s

presented on a prompt trial. Step 1 \,tas repeated on the next

trial with the same unknown pict.ure if the child made an

error; i.e., an incorrect response or a rêsponse omission.

A response ornission occurred if the child did not Tespond

within eight seconds of picture presentation. If the child

responiled correctly on Step 1, Step 2 occurred on the next

trial. In Step 3, a randoml-y selected known picture v/as

presented and, on successive steps, vtas alternated with the

unknown picture as is diagrammed in Figure 1. !Íhen Steps

1 to 10 were completed with the known picture, they were

repeated twice with tl^7o other randomly selected known pictures.

A new randoml-y selectèd unknown picture \,tas then taught hrith

the same procedure. If the ten-step sequence $7as not com-

pleted with an unknown picture and three known pictures

during one session, the sequence starte¿l from the beginning

with that wrknown picture and the first of the three known

pictures during the next session. Following its completion

of the ten-step sequence r¡¡ith three known pictures, an

unknown picture v¡as tested wíth a probe trial- on each suc-

ceeding day until either an error was made (i.e. r an incorrect
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response or a response omission occuTred) on one of thêse

t.rials or the pícture \,/as correctly named on thTee trials.

If the former occurred, the picture-naming procedure was

started anew for that unknoh,n picture; if the latter occurred,

the picture was considered Èo be learned and was eligible to

be used as a knovrn picture in subsequent appl-ications of the

picture-namÍng procedure .

An unknovrn picture v¿as discarded from the experi-
ment. if it atid not. become eligible to be tested for learning

within six sessions after beginning the picture-naming pro-

cedure, or if it r^tas not correctly named on six tests for

learning.

To eval-uate the rel-iability of the experimenter's

decisions regarding correct and. íncorrect verbaf responses,

tape recordings of approximately one-sixth of the experi-

mentaL sessions were played to an independent observer after

she had familíarized hersel-f with the experimenter's criteria
for correct and. incorrect verbal responses. The observer

scored. each response before hearing the experimenterrs

decision. The interobserver reJ-iabii-ity measures used were

the ratio of agreements to agreements plus disagreements on

responses the experimenter calLed. correct and. on responses

the experimenter call-ed incorrect. Instances ín \^7hich the

child failed to respond were exclualed from the calculations.

Interobserver relíability coefficients for correct and

incorrect responses respectivefy l¡zere 0.98 and 0.96 for

GimmÍ, 0.93 and 0.97 for Gilles, and 0.98 and 0..97 .for Ïarda.
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Tria 1-Pres entation_Blgqedure s

To begin a verbal-training session, the experimenter

pressed a button on her console thereby illuninating the

green light on the childrs console. When this light was

il-lumínated, a button-press by the child initiated a picture-

naming trial and turned off the green light. Upon the

initiation of a triaI, the experimenter presented a pícture

card. to the child. The tría} terminated when a correct

response or an error (i.e., an j-ncorrect response or a

response omission occurred). At the conclusion of a trial,
a five-second period (inter-trial interval-) elapsed prior

to the next illumination of the green Iight.

Experiment.al- Procedureq

This experiment consisted of fíve phases, although

only the first three phases were carried out r¡rith Marda.

During each phase, praise foll-obied al-l correct responses to

both prompt and probe trials. The schedule of primary

reinforcement varied from phase to phase in a símilar manner

for all children. The primary reinforcement procedures ín

each phase will first be described for Gimmi.

Phase 1. Primary reinforcement vras delivered

accordinq to a fixed-ratio schedul-e where every eighth cor-

rect response r¡ras reinforced (FR 8). That is, correct re-

sponses on prompt and probe trials were reinforced. non-

di fferentially--correct responses on prompt trials and cor-

rect responses on probe trials advanced the same FR I primary
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rei-nforcement schedule. This wil-l- be called "FR".

Phase 2. Prj.mary reinforcement was delivered fol-

lowing every eighth correct response on a prompt trial and

following every eighth correct response on a probe trial.

That is, correct responses on prompt trials and probe trials

were reinforced di fferentially--correct responses on prompt

trial-s and probe trials were reinforced on índependent FR I

schedules. This wilf be called "DIFF (FR, FR)".

Phase 3. Differential reinforcement continued with

correct prompted responses being reinforced on an FR I

schedule and correct unprompted responses (i.e. ' correct,

responses on probe trials) on a cRF schedule. rhis wil-1 be

call-ed "DIFF (FR, CRF) ".
Phase 4. This phase l^ras identical to Phase 3,

except that the schedules of reínforcement hrere reversed;

correct responses on prompt trial-s were reinforced according

to a CRF schedule, and correct responses on probe trials

were reinforced according to an FR I schedule. This will

be called 'DIFF (cRF, FR)".

Phase 5. This phase was a.direct replication of

Phase 3. This witl be called "DIFF (FR, CRF) ".
Because Gilles' and Mard.a's performances on the

picture-naming task could not be maintained wíth FR primary

reínforcement schedul-es above FR 6' the five phases for Gilles

and the three phases for Marda involved an FR 6 schedule

rather than an FR I schedule. That is, v/here an FR I

schedule was used for Gimmi, an FR 6 schedule was used for
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Gíl1-es and Marda.

The experimental manipulatíons are summarized in

Table 1.

Each phase continued until- the data became stable,

as determined by visual inspection.
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CHAPTER ÏV

Results

Iigure 2 presents the daily number of correct re-

sponses to prompts, and the daily nurnber of errors to prompts

for the three chil-dren. There was no appreciable change in
any of these variables from Phase 1, when the FR condition

was in effect, to Phase 2, when the DIFF (FR, FR) condition

was in effect. Hol,rever, when the DIFF (FR, CRF) condítion

was introduced in Phase 3, there was a significant increase

in the number of correct responses to prompts for all three

children relative to the first tr¡/o phases, despite the fact

that during all three phases correct responses to prompts

were reinforced on an FR schedule. The simul-taneous decrease

in the number of errors to prompts for al-l- three children is

attributable to the fact that the nunber of omissions to

prompts decreased. almost Lo zero under the D]FF (FR, cRF)

condition of Phase 3. lVhen correct responses to prompts

were reinforced on a CRF schedule under the DIFF (CRF, FR)

condition of Phase 4 with Ginuni and cilIes, (Marda did not

continue past Phase 3) both children emit.ted a slightly

greater number of correct responses to prompts relative to

Phase 3, while emit,ting almost no errors to prompts. !!hen

the DIFF (FR, CRF) condition of Phase 3 was re-instated in

Phase 5, both children showed a drop in the number of correct

responses to prompts to a level slightly belovr¡ that observed
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in Phase 3" The number of errors to prompts remained near

zero, as during the previous phase.

Figure 3 presenËs the daily prompt accuracies de-

fined as the ratios of the daily number of correct responses

to prompts to the daiJ-y number of prompts, for the three

children. Thus, variations in the numbers of correcË re-
sponses and errors to prompts are reflected in variations of
prompt accuracy. In the first tvro phases of the study there

was a considerable amount. of unsystematic variation in this
variabl-e. Hordever., the DIFF (FR, CRF) eonClitíon of Phase 3

markedl-y reduced this variability and significanty increased

prompt accuracy for all three children. This is consistent

with the increase in correct responses to prompts and the

decrease in errors to prompts observed for all three chil-dren

in Phase 3. When prompts vTere reinforced on a CRF schedule

in Phase 4 with Gimmi and Gilles, accuracy íncreased al$ost

to 1.00 for Gimmi and remai-ned at, the near-one level- observed

in Phase 3 for Gi11es. V,lhen the DIFF (FR, CRr') condition of

Phase 3 was re-instated in Phase 5, prompt. accuracy remained

at or near 1.00 for both children.

Figure 4 presents the daily number of correct re-

sponses to probes and the daily number of errors to probes

for al-l three children. As in the case of prompts, there

was no appreci-able change in any of these variables from

Phase 1 to Phase 2. Hor¡¡ever, h7hen correct responses to

probes were reinforced on a CRF schedule in the DIFr (FR' CRF)

condition of Phase 3, there hras a marked increase in the
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number of correct responses to probes for all, three children

as compared to the two previous phases when correct responses

to probes were reinforced. on an FR schedule. At the same

time, there was a slíght increase in the number of errors to
probes for Gimmi and Gilles that is attributable to a slight
increase in the number of j-ncorrect responses to probes.

There was no appreciable change in the number of errors to

probes for Marda. When correct responses to probes i¡¡ere rein-
forced on an FR schedul-e under the DIFF (CRF, FR) condition

of Phase 4 with Gimmí and cilles, the number of correct re-
sponses to probes declined for both children, to the level-s

observed in the first two phases of the study \^rhen correct
responses to probes were also reinforced on an FR schedule.

Concomitant \^ri th this declíne, both children shovred a sig-
nificant increase in the number of errors. This increase

reactled 1evels above those observed during any other phase

of the study. When the DIFF (FR, CRF) condit,ion of Phase 3

was re-instated in Phâse 5, the number of correct responses

to probes increased. to the l-evel observed in Phase 3 in the

case of Gimmi and to slightl-y below the l-evel- observed in
Phase 3 in the case of Gil-1es, For both children, the number

of errors to probes decreased to the l-evel observed in Phase 3.

Figure 3 presents the dail-y probe accuracies defined

as the ratios of the daily number of correct responses to

probes to the daily number of probes, for all three children.

Thus, variation in probe accuracy reflects variation in the

numbers of correct responses and. errors to probes. In
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Phases 1 and 2, when correct responses to probes were rein-
forced on an FR schedule, there was a large degree of unsys-

tematic variabitity in probe accuracy for all children. ïn

Phase 3, when correct responses to probes were reinforced

on a CRF sched.ule under the DIFF (FR, CRF) condition, all
three child.ren showed a significant reduction in the varia-
bility of and a marked increase in the magnitude of probe

accuracy" When correct responses to probes were again rein-

forced on an FR schedule under the DIFF (CRF, FR) conditíon

of Phase 4 with Gimmi and. Gilles, probe accuracy for both

children declined to the l-evel-s recorded in Phases I and 2.

Vühen the DIFF (FR, CRF) condition of Phase 3 was re-instated
in Phase 5, probe accuracy returned to the high levels

observed in Phase 3"

Figure 5 presents the cumulative record.s across

days of the pictures each child learned to name. Note that
the learning rates for all three chiLdren \^rere near zero in
every phase of the study except Phase 3 and Phase 5 " That

is, the children learned to name pictures at the greatest

rate when the DIFF (FR, CRF) condition was in effect.
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CHÄPTER V

Discussion

The resulus of this study suggest that a reinforce-
ment procedure involving more frequent reinforcement for

correct responses to probes rel-ative to that for correct

responses to prompts produces better performance in a verbaL

Èask than does a reinforcement procedure involvíng equal or

less frequent reinforcement for correct responses to probes

relative to correct responses to prompts. All thTee chii-dren

made more correct, responses, made fewer êTrors, and learned

picture-names at a greater rate when correct, responses to

probes were reinforced more frequently than correct responses

to prompts. Thus, the data indícate that the optimal rein-
forcernent proced.ure in verbal training vrith retarded children

is a differential reinforcement schedule whereby corÌect

responses to probes are reinforced more frequentl-y than cor-

rect responses to prompts.

Since the schedule manipuJ-ations in this research

were associated r,zith changes ín the overalL reinforcement

frequency, it is necessary to consider the possibility that

the observed effects r^tere the resulÈ of these changes rather

than the resuLt of the differential reinforcement procedures

per se. For example, the introduct.íon in Phase 3 of the

CRF schedule for correct responses to probes was associated.

vrith an increase in the average frequency of reinforcement
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as compaïed to the prevj-ous two phases. We must consider

the possibility that this increase in reinforcement frequency

may have generated the observed improvement in performance

on prompt and probe trials and the increased. rate of learning
picture-names.

Two factors indicate the remoteness of this possibly.

Firstly, in this study, both prompt and probe accuracies

varied systematicäIly with the changes ín the differential
reinforcement. schedule. Other resear'ch (Stephens el a1.,

1975) has indicated that accuracy is not significantly affected

by changes in reinforcement fTequency. This suggests that the

findings of this study were not merely the results of changes

in reinforcement frequency. Seconclly, a comparison of the

data from Phases 3 and 4 for Gimmi and Gilles índicates that
changes in reinforcement frequency cannot account for the

observed effects" Each of these phases involvecl a differ-
ential reinforcement schedul-e with an FR and a CRF component,.

(In Phase 3 correct responses to prompts were reínforced. on

an FR schedule and correct responses to probes on a CRF

schedule; in Phase 4 the schedules were reversed.) Thus,

the reinforcement frequencies of these two phases were nearly

equa1. Yet both children erultted more correct responses to

prompts and fewer correct responses to probes in Phase 4

relative to Phase 3. That, is, the changes in the differen-

tial reinforcement proced.ure from Phase 3 to Phase 4 had a

differenÈiaI effect on performance that could not be attributed

to changes in reinforcement frequency. Thus, it seems that
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the differential- reinforcemènt procedures per se vTere

responsible for the effects observed in this study.

Two effects of the schedule manipulations on the

number of correct responses to promp s are particularly

r"rorthy of note since they were somewhat unexpected. FiÏstl-y,

when correct responses to probes were reinforced on a CRF

schedule in Phase 3, there was an increase in correct re-

sponses to prompts rel-ative to Phases l- and 2, although in

all three phases correct responses to prompts were consis-

tently reinforced on the same FR schedule. SecondJ-y, when

correct responses to prompts were reinforced on a CRF schedule

ín Phase 4 with Gimmi and Gil-Ies as opposed to the FR schedule

of the prevíous phases, both chil-dren emitted only slightly

more correct responses to prompts as compared to Phase 3.

The first finding may be related to the fact that, according

to the picture-name training proced.ure, a probe trial followed

every correct response to a prompt trial-. Since coLrect

responses to probes were continuous ly reinforced in Phase 3'

the presentation of a probe trial may have become a condi-

tioned reinforcer. Thus, in this phase, correct responses

to prompts may have been reinforced on a cRF schedule of condí-

tioned reinforcement that hTas not in effect in the two pre-

vious phases. this conditioned reinforcement contingency may

have produced the increase in correct responses to prompts

observed in Phase 3. If this interpretation is vaIid, the

surprisingly minimal increase in correct Tesponses to prompts

in Phase 4 woul-d indicate that the combined cRF schedule of
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conditioned reinforcement and FR schedule of primary rein-

forcement for correct Tesponses to prompts in Phase 3 was

almost as effective as the CRF schedule of primary rein-

forcement for correct responses to prompts in Phase 4.

fn conclusion, of all the reinforcement procedures

studied, the differential schedule involving delivery of

reinforcement for correct responses to prompts accordíng to

an FR schedul-e and delivery of reinforcement for correct.

responses to probes according to a cRF schedule generated

thebest performance in the verbal task. All three children

emitted more correct responses, made fewer errors, and l-earned

picture-names at a greater rate h/hen the DIFF (FR' CR.l')

schedule was in effect. Thus, it may be that the optimal

reinforcemenË procedure in picture-name training with retarded

children ís one whereby correct ïesponses to probes are rein-

forced more often than are correct responses to prompts. It

remains now to cletermíne the optímaI combination of schedules

of primary reinforcement for correct responses to prompts

and to probes .
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